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CSCI 39554: Networking 

Spring 2018 

Lab Zero – Hello World! 

Instructor: Prof. Saptarshi Debroy (saptarshi.debroy@hunter.cuny.edu) 

Lab Assistant: Minh Nguyen (minh.nguyen@hunter.cuny.edu) 

 

1. Goals 

In this experiment, you will setup your GENI account, and use it to reserve an experiment a.k.a. 

“slice” that features two nodes (virtual machines or VMs) communicating over a Layer 3 

connection. Test the experiment in your reserved slice by performing basic bandwidth 

measurement between the nodes. 

 

2. GENI Account Setup 

2.1. Create a GENI account 

 

Note: This subsection is for those who do NOT have Lehman Once Access or Graduate Center 

Network accounts. If you have one, you can skip this one and see subsection 2.2. 

Go to www.geni.net and click on ‘Login’, then hit “Request an account” (Figure 1). You will be 

redirected to National Center for Supercomputing Applications (NCSA) Register page. 

 

 
Figure 1. 

 

mailto:saptarshi.debroy@hunter.cuny.edu
mailto:minh.nguyen@hunter.cuny.edu
http://www.geni.net/
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Fill out all requested fields and hit “Create and Join” button, an email will be sent to your email 

address with a link and a code to validate your email. Click on the link and a new tab will pop up, 

enter your email and the code and click “Summit”. Then, select ‘reset password’ to set up a 

password for your account (Figure 2). 

 
Figure 2. 

 

Enter your username and a new email will be sent to your address containing a new code for 

resetting the password. Use that code to set up a new password and now you are good to go. 

 

2.2. Associate your institution account with GENI 

 

Note: This subsection is for those who have Lehman Once Access or Graduate Center Network 

accounts. If you don’t have one, skip this one and see subsection 2.1 above. 

 

2.3.  Logging into GENI 

Now, go to www.geni.net and hit “Login”, then choose “Show a list of organizations” (Figure 3). 

 

Figure 3. 

http://www.geni.net/
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Next, select “National Center for Supercomputing Applications” and hit “Continue” (Figure 4). 

Use the username and password you’ve created to log in, accept their agreements to activate GENI 

account. Then click on “Use GENI”, you will be redirected to GENI site. 

 

Figure 4. 

2.4. Associate your GENI account with the course project 

In order to use the portal to reserve GENI infrastructure resources for your lab exercises, you must 

be the member of a GENI project. In your ‘Home’ page, click on “Join a Project” button. Then 

enter the keyword ‘CSCI39554’ and select ‘Join’ (Figure 5). Next, send the request and wait for 

the acceptance. 

 

Figure 5. 

 

3. Keypair Generation 

Access to the resources in GENI through the portal is provided through a SSH keypair (a pair of 

private – public key). Public key is stored on the remote end (i.e. VMs on GENI in this case); a 

local end (i.e. your machine) can only access to these VMs if it has the matching private key. 

To generate a keypair, click on “SSH Keys” section on “Your name” menu (top right, Figure 6). 
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Figure 6. 

Next, choose “generate and download an SSH keypair” (Figure 7), enter passphrase and hit 

“Generate SSH private key”. 

Note: 

1. Passphrase should be strong to avoid being hijacked (at least should be a combination of 

letters and numbers; capital letters and special characters are recommended). 

2. Please remember your passphrase as it will be used for the entire course. 

 

Figure 7. 

After finish generating new keypair, download your private key (Figure 8). The file name should 

be ‘id_geni_ssh_rsa’ and it contains the passphrase you have just created. 

 

Figure 8. 
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Note:  

1. Please keep this private key in safe place as you are going to use it for the entire course. 

2. For Linux and Mac users, you guys need to change the permission for the key: 

chmod 0600 /<PATH-TO-YOUR-KEY-DIRECTORY>/id_geni_ssh_rsa 

 For example: 

chmod 0600 /home/geni_keys/id_geni_ssh_rsa/ 

 

4. Experiment Setup 

4.1. Create and renew a new slice 

Go back to home tab, click on “New Slice” (Figure 9). 

 

Figure 9. 

Choose project “CSCI39554”, name your slice “Lab0-YourLastName”, and hit “Create slice” 

(Figure 10). 

 

Figure 10. 
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As you can see, the expiration of new slice is six days by default (meaning it will be deleted 

automatically after six days). Therefore, you need to renew it until after the lab report submission 

deadline. To do so, hit the “Renew” option and enter the date you wish to renew (Figure 11). 

Note: You cannot delete slices manually, it will be automatically removed after its expiration date. 

You also cannot shorten the lifetime of slices after renewing them. 

 

Figure 11. 

Wait until it says “Renewed slice…” and then click on “Back to Slice…” to go back (Figure 12). 

 

Figure 12. 

4.2. Add resources 

Firstly, click on “Add Resources”, you will be redirected to Jacks Graphic User Interface (Jacks 

GUI). Next, drag two “Xen VM” nodes from node menu and drop them on the white background 

on the right (Figure 13). Then create a link between to node by moving the mouse near one of two 

nodes and hold left mouse to drag the link to the other one.  

 

Figure 13. 
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Secondly, click on 1 node, rename it to “server” and check on “Publicly Routable IP”; for the ‘Disk 

Image’ option, choose Ubuntu 14.04 LTS (Figure 14). Similarly, click on the other one, rename 

it to “client”, check on “Publicly Routable IP”, and choose Ubuntu 14.04. 

 

Figure 14. 

Next, click on the small square in the middle of the link, rename it to “sv” (server - client) and 

change the link type to “Ethernet” (Layer 3 communication, see Figure 15). 

 

Figure 15. 

Also on the link menu, scroll down to see the “Interfaces” section. Set the “Interface to server” to 

IP “192.168.0.2” and “Interface to client” to IP “192.168.0.3” (Figure 16). 
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Figure 16. 

Note: If you want to delete a node or link, just click on that node or link and scroll all the way 

down until you see the red “Delete” button (Figure 17). 

 

Figure 17. 

4.3. Save source code (RSpec) 

All of the resources you have been adding so far is stored under a source code form called RSpec. 

You might want to save this source code for future experiment, so you don’t have to create the 

whole experiment again later. To do so, scroll the page down until you see “Download RSpec” 

option (Figure 18). 
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Figure 18. 

Note: 

1. The downloaded file comes with ‘.xml’ extension by default. However, ‘.xml’ is usually 

considered unsafe by email servers, this means it will be blocked when you send it via 

email. Therefore, you should change its extension to ‘.rspec’. 

2. To load the topology from RSpec. 

4.4. Choose site (aggregate) and reserve resources 

Click on “Site 1” box and choose one of these sites: MAX, NPS, NYU, NYSERNet, Rutgers, or 

Missouri. Then scroll down until you see “Reserve Resources” button and click it (Figure 19). 

 

Figure 19. 

You can see it’s running (Figure 20). 
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Figure 20. 

Wait for it to be finished (up to 2 minutes) to make sure there is no error (Figure 21). Theoretically 

you can choose any InstaGENI site, but some site might not work properly at some point (due to 

the lack of resources). So if you run into problems like “Not enough…” or “Error creating 

container experiment”, just give it another shot with other sites. 

 

Figure 21. 

Now, scroll all the way down to the bottom of the page and hit “Back to Slice…” option to go 

back your slice. You have to wait until both two nodes are up (the color change from grey to green, 

see Figure 22). This step will take several minutes (up to 20). 
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Figure 22: Both two nodes are green. 

Note:  

1. Sometimes, some nodes might not be able to boot up (they remain gray and don’t turn 

green). If you run into this issue, you have to delete the resources (see section 7 on how 

to delete resources) and re-add them; consider choosing other site. 

2. As being said, some sites might not work properly at some point. Therefore, the best 

option is saving RSpec file before choosing a site. 

 

5. Secure Shell (SSH) 

SSH, also known as Secure Socket Shell, is a network protocol that provides you with a secure 

way to access a remote computer. 

Now, if you click on an active node, you can see the username and hostname to SSH to that node 

(under the form username@hostname, see Figure 23, excluding the port number ‘:22’). 

 

Figure 23: The hostname does not include ‘:22’ part, that is SSH default port number. 

Sometimes, you might run into an issue like Figure 24 (you can only see a part of SSH info). 
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Figure 24. 

All you need to do is click on SSH option right below the topology (Figure 24), a new tab will 

pop up with full SSH info (Figure 25). 

 

Figure 25. 

Note: If you reserve the resources first (subsection 4.2 to 4.4) and generate the keypair later 

(section 3), you will not be able to use it for SSH. Therefore, if you re-generate the keypair, you 

have to update the SSH keypair (Figure). Worst case scenario, you might have to delete current 

resources (see section 7 on how to delete resources) and re-add new ones. 

5.1. For Linux and Mac 

Open a terminal and type in the following command. This is to SSH to “username@hostname” 

node using the private key that you downloaded previously. 

ssh -i /<PATH-TO-YOUR-KEY-DIRECTORY>/id_geni_ssh_rsa username@hostname 

For example: 

ssh -i /home/geni_keys/id_geni_ssh_rsa/ mhn2n8@pcvm3-1.instageni.illinois.edu 

For the first time only, you will be asked confirming the connection, type in “yes” and press ‘Enter’ 

(Figure 26), then enter the passphrase when prompted (Figure 27). 

 

Figure 26. 
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Figure 27: Connection was established successfully. 

5.2. For PC (using PuTTY) 

PuTTY is a popular open-source network file transfer application, you can download PuTTY here. 

PuTTY uses a special key to establish the connection. To download it, go to “SSH Keys” section 

on “Your name” menu (top right, see Figure 28) and select “Download PuTTY key”. Then, enter 

the passphrase and download it. The file name should be ‘id_geni_ssh_rsa.ppk’. 

Note: Please keep PuTTY key in safe place since you are going to use it for the entire course. 

 

Figure 28. 

Open PuTTY and enter ‘username@hostname’ of the node you want to access to (Figure 29).  

 

Figure 29. 

http://www.putty.org/
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Then, double click on “SSH” option below (Figure 30) and select “Auth” sub-option. 

 

Figure 30. 

In “Auth” section, select “Browse…” and point your PuTTY key, then hit “Open” (Figure 31). 

Click “Yes” when prompted (first time only) and enter the passphrase (Figure 32). 

 

Figure 31. 
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Figure 32: Connection established successfully. 

Note:  

1. Unlike PuTTY, most SSH applications on PC nowadays use private key to establish 

connection. However, PuTTY still remains popular due to its built-in useful utilities. 

2. You can convert a regular private key into a PuTTY key. To do that, you need an 

application so-called PuTTYgen. For more information, please refer to this. 

3. Thus, although using PuTTY for SSH, you should still keep the private key. 

 

 

6. Bandwidth Test Experiment 

Note: Due to some font conflict, please do NOT copy and paste the contents from this instruction, 

just type them in. 

SSH to ‘server’ node and type in the following command to update the system (Figure 33). 

sudo apt-get update 

 

https://devops.profitbricks.com/tutorials/use-ssh-keys-with-putty-on-windows/
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Figure 33. 

Then type in this command to install bandwidth test tool namely ‘iperf’ (Figure 34). 

sudo apt-get install –y iperf 

 

Figure 34. 

Similarly, do the same thing on ‘client’ node. 

 

Note: If you type in “ifconfig”, you can see two Ethernet interfaces (Figure 35). 

• ‘eth0’ has the public IP for SSH, meaning the ‘hostname’ is mapped to this IP via Domain 

Name Service (DNS). Hence, in this case, you can type ‘username@72.36.65.69’ instead 

of ‘username@hostname’.  

• ‘eth1’ contains the local IP ‘192.168.0.2’ that we’ve set up earlier in this lab. 

 

mailto:username@72.36.65.69
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Figure 35. 

Now, on ‘server’ node, type: 

iperf -s 

On ‘client’ node, type: 

iperf –c 192.168.0.2 

The result can be seen in Figure 36 and 37. The bandwidth via a local link between ‘server’ and 

‘client’ is about 94 Mb/s or 11.5 MB/s. 

 

Figure 36: Outcome on ‘server’ node. 

 

Figure 37: Outcome on ‘client’ node. 

Note: 

1. Your output might be different from mine. 

2. ‘iperf -s’ on ‘server’ node will keep running. To quit it, press ‘Ctrl + C’. 

 

7. Delete Resources 

When you are done with the lab, please delete your resources in the GENI Portal, to free them for 

other experimenters, sharing is caring. To do so, simply click on “Delete” button (Figure 38). 
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Figure 38. 


